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OPERATES IN  
HIGH-RISK AREAS

MINIMAL PERSONNEL 
REQUIREMENTS

APPLICATIONS

Spill Response 
The OceanSled™ can monitor plume movement, quantify sea 
state, and gather all the intelligence you need even before 
responders arrive on site. Paired with the rapid deployable 
boom, small-scale spills can be contained and assets protected. 
Gain critical information with the EIS drone and satellite beacon 
drift upgrades.

Logistics 
This open platform provides infinite logistics capabilities with a 
wide variety of payloads. 

TIERS

OceanSled™

Transporter
Our most cost effective model, the 
Transporter is capable of pulling rapid 
deployable boom and upgradable for 
higher power and capabilities.

OceanSled™ Explorer
The Explorer is Designed tough to 
handle unpredictable sea states and 
shoreline interaction. Thruster pods 
are designed to hit rocks and logs, and 
the pontoons are tough enough for 
repeated shore landings.

OceanSled™ Ranger
When only the best will do, the Ranger 
offers our highest power and connectivity. 
Manage your assets with our fully 
computerized control centre. Advanced 
communications system allows you to 
share your data with the experts that 
need it, as it is collected.  

CAPABILITIES TRANSPORTER OCEANSLED™ EXPLORER OCEANSLED™ RANGER

BOOM PULLING CAPABLE Stock Stock Stock

DRIFTER DEPLOYMENT CAPABLE With Upgraded Controller Upgrade Option Stock

SAR SLED TOWING CAPABLE Stock (slow) Stock Stock

LOGISTICS Stock Stock Stock

TWO-WAY VOICE None Upgrade Option Stock

PRE-DEFINED ROUTES With Upgraded Controller Stock Stock

DETECT AND AVOID AUTONOMY None Upgrade Option Stock

BATHYMETRY None Upgrade Option Upgrade Option

ROV DEPLOYMENT CAPABLE None With Upgraded Controller Stock

RANGE EXTENSION PACKAGE None With Upgraded Controller Stock

TIER CAPABILITIES

The OceanSled™ is an autonomous surface vessel capable of carrying a wide 
variety of payloads, from deploying lightweight boom to transporting sorbent 

materials to delivering lunch to an operations team on a rugged beach.

Search & Rescue 
With the rapidly deployable rescue sled, stranded victims can 
be extracted from potentially harmful environments without 
placing rescue personnel at risk.

Ship to Shore Operations 
Transporting materials is safer and easier with the OceanSled™. 
This autonomous surface vessel can carry a variety of payloads 
to and from the rugged shore and any other high-risk area.
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